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About This Game

LOCAL MULTIPLAYER CHAOS!

Castle Chaos is a fast paced local multiplayer game for 1 to 4 players inspired by the old classic game "Rampart". Build castles
with tetris-like shapes and shoot cannons to destroy your opponents' castles. Available for PC, Mac and Linux.

FEATURES

- Random generated maps depending on number of players
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- Lots of settings to customize your matches, from nr of castles,
cannons to bushes and cloud density

- Choose to play against human or AI opponents or mix
- Many different puzzle shapes to drive you crazy when building your castles

- Annoying gnomes planting bushes everywhere, but thankfully shootable
- Play as a gnome! Repair your castle while trying to avoid your

opponents' suspicions by acting gnome-like.
- Play on gamepad, keyboard or all on the same keyboard for extra chaotic fun with your friends!

You can vote for new features in the next upcoming version of the game on our website
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Title: Castle Chaos
Genre: Action, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Odd Comet Games
Publisher:
Odd Comet Games
Release Date: 8 Dec, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: Intel Pentium D or AMD Athlon 64 (K8) 2.6 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: (Integrated): Intel HD Graphics or AMD/ATI Radeon HD Graphics with OpenGL 2.1

Storage: 100 MB available space

Sound Card: Yes

Additional Notes: Java 6

English
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This game looks good but you will soon find out it is just a polished turd.
Dont waste your time as you will not be able to finish it or want to finish it after the buggy, awkward hell you have to put up
with to play it. I had memories of the origianl, which i loved and had high hopes for this when it came out, but soon found out
memories should remain in the past. This was a nightmare. Awful controls that sometimes work and sometimes dont, i use a
Xbox controller for pc so i expect it should, to dreadful voice actiing and a glitchy mess that didnt allow me to load a save once i
hit experience level 15. i gave up only to try again recenlty thinking maybe things have changed.
They havent. All problems are still there, including not being able to load anything once i hit level 15! uninstalling now in
frustration as i dont expect ubisoft will fix anything, i mean why fix a game nobody wants to play?! ths best thng they could do
is remove the POS from the store to prevent others from buying it. but they wont so im tell you DONT BUY THIS. Youll regret
it.. *Gnome Seal of Approval*
Cute platformer. You're Clyde and you're trying to escape the lab. In order to do that, you have to make clones of yourself and
combining the DNA of animals to gain special abilities. Such as a chicken for flight or monkey for climbing.

The negative:
Lack of a high resolution option.
Lack of customizable controls.. MP review only: No way i'm dropping $100 on a 6 hour campaign alone, no matter how good it
may be. MP is where the longevity and value is for me.

It's clunky and unpolished. Not even unpolished, unfinished really.

It plays and feels like an early alpha build of Blops 3, best way i can describe it. Made me really look back and appreciate how
smooth and polished Blops 3 felt.

The maps feel claustrophobic, chaotic and uninspired. Random corridors everywhere, with nowhere to really take advantage of
your maneuverability in creative ways. No flow to the matches, especially with how bad the spawns are.

The weapons? Not even sure where to begin. They're all over the place in terms of balance. Just... no.

Even if they do improve the game through patches, the game is already dead on arrival. There is hardly a community for it now
and there certainly won't be one later. There is no reason to buy this game unless you got a hard on for Zombies or over-paying
for single player campaigns. There are far superior FPS games out there RIGHT NOW that you'll be missing out on, and for
what? Naturally, MWR will be released stand-alone later.

Notice, this is coming from someone that had no crashes or bugs in my time with the game. It allowed me to adjust settings and
retain those settings (won't run at 144hz, although it allows me to choose it? caps at 90 in game). I got to experience the game in
a "finished, working" state. I can only imagine the bad taste this has left in the mouths of those repeatedly crashing.

ps. Adjusting my mouse DPI seemed to really help with the mouse smoothing and stuttering. Unfortunately, that still doesn't
make the game any more fun.

It's time for Activision to get their heads out of their asses. Gamers are starting to wisen up after so many releases of buggy,
unfinished products, especially after the likes of NMS, and thanks to some healthy competition who are taking it seriously (BF1,
TF2) as well as steam's awesome refund policy, these companies are no longer going to be able to laugh all the way to the bank
much longer while we "buy it anyway". We'll see how many pre-orders the next CoD recieves after this, although i think many
are going to be looking to 3Arc to restore thier faith. CoD will get one more chance, but this franchise is in a world of hurt and
they only have their greed to blame.

Over-dramatic much? Yup. But this is the first game i've ever refunded so i'm salty af.. I'm going to call this a "recommendation
with caveats" because it's almost impossible NOT to recommend the game based on the sheer premise of it, at least with the half-
off coupon. You're a mech the size of a skyscraper that inevitably causes massive collateral damage to the cityscape in the process
of delivering pizzas, which you do by punching them directly through apartment walls. It's like a more casual Crazy Taxi mixed
with Blast Corps.
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Unfortunately, the game is a little barebones. The only graphics options are a handful of prefab settings, and the only game modes
are "endless" and "campaign". Said campaign is awkwardly cobbled together as a sort of variant on the endless mode while
relegating the actual core of the game, delivering pizzas, to the almost vestigial purpose of slight timer extensions while you focus on
completing one primary task; typically finding collectibles, smashing buildings, or killing some of the enemy units that constantly
harangue you. Endless mode challenges you to get high score medals, while the campaign does not.

You're usually told not to smash too many buildings, but there's no downside to doing so; it actually helps clear the path if it's a
route you'll be travelling regularly. Delivering a pizza always nets you the same flat time bonus, which will NEVER be anywhere
near the time you spent on the trip, forcing you to scrounge timer extension pickups for as long as you can to keep the round going.
It's HARD to actually earn gold medals in endless, yes, but there's a decidedly firm ceiling on how long you can actually last.

And that's pretty much it. This lack of depth is easier to ignore in a multiplayer game, say Starwhal, because you're playing with
friends and the absurdity alone can be enough to sustain a very simple premise. In a singleplayer arcade-style game, you need a
much tighter focus on mechanical execution and skill ceiling to really stand out, and I just don't think this has that.

It's still good, and probably worth the look. Just not great, which it feels like it had the potential to be.. Worth buying at full price!.
This game had an excellent story, and generally good puzzles, but a few bad mechanics made it very tedious to play.

Camera angles were poorly planned, often flipping around in the middle of a scene. This turns forward into backwrd, and left into
right. This made the game very disorienting and confusing to play, *especially* during maze sections.

Often, only part of a room would be shown, and you would have to find the correct place to move your character so you could
access a new camera view. Poor pathing and having to guess what position would trigger the change made this excruciating.

Finally, there were often large, open spaces that our character needed to cover, in one case dozens of times for the same puzzle,
and there was no zip or quick exit feature. You have to watch your character run slowly through the whole space *every* *single*
*time*.

Can I recommend this game? It has a good story. However, it is unacceptable that the dev team let these mechanical issues persist
past development, let alone playtesting. Play it if you're very patient.. abandoned in 2018.

avoid this like the plague and don't make the same mistake I did.
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Cons: costs 2.5 euro

Pros: You get to smash enemies with little girl, dressed as a teddy bear. Plus, you shoot hearts. And you hit with rainbow. It's all
you ever wanted.. Hentai! <3. izi cheaters obvios walls and aim. Similar in most ways to "Long Live The Queen". If you're
looking for more of that it's pretty good. Like LLTQ, the deaths can be seemingly random and it's frustrating in that sense, but
it's very obviously a game you're meant to play over and over and over, learning from each failure. The art is kind of simple but
the Persian\/Indian aesthetic is relatively unique for a game like this.. So much have been written, reviewed, said and discussed
about No Man\u00b4s Sky since it has been released that what ever I write in this review it has already been expressed by
probably thousands of other people already. I can say though that this is one of those times I am glad I stuck to my "Wait for
release, watch it unfold, THEN buy it!" strategy. Also I picked up No Man\u00b4s Sky on sale for around 20 euros. So have I
been entertained? Was it worth the 20 Euros? Did it pay of to wait? Yes, this game after the NEXT release is simply a pure joy
to play. The gameplay is simple and yet challenging because of the grand scale of things. My self I like a game where I can be
creative and build things. Even though the base building in No Man\u00b4s Sky is a bit dumbed down and sometimes a bit
frustrating in it\u00b4s design, I still L O V E it. It\u00b4s ever so rewarding to travel down into the atmosphere and getting
closer and closer to a planet you discovered with a base on a hill that you designed. The joy!

Hello Games have really created something remarkably wonderful and I think all the early controversy in the beginning actually
made the game better in the end. I can really recommend this game not only because it\u00b4s a good game but the community
around it seems to be one of the less toxic around. Good times to be had with this one! :). This game is awesome. You will love
it, but expect some small bugs in the game play, and some achievements are either extremely hard or impossible to get, either
due to the design of the game0, or due to a bug.

Update: The Cutting it Close achievement cannot be obtained.
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